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The planning, operation, control and asset management of the power system is facing big challenges, requires new theories, 

methods and tools be developed. Artificial intelligence (AI) tools, which are fast, robust and adaptive open a new direction to 
overcome the drawbacks of traditional solutions for several power systems problems. But most current AI models and 
techniques are not optimized for detecting connections or traversing relationships within different datasets, graph (graph 
database, graph computing and knowledge graph) technology which is widely and successfully used in Internet and Social 
networks, can reveal and navigate connections, and therefore discover context by linking attributes and complex relationships 
across the graph, making them the ideal data structure and computing modes to enhance Artificial Intelligence models. The 
combination of AI and Graph will create huge potential values when being applied in power system.   

This Special Issue will focus on the latest research and development in AI and Graph Computing application in power system 
planning, operation, control and asset management.  

 
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: 

 Development of AI, graph computing (graph database, knowledge graph) methods and tools will help address power 
system planning, operation, control and asset management critical issues such as performance, usability, accuracy and 
confidence; 

 Applications for AI and Graph Technology in power system planning, including spatial-temporal load forecast, capacity 
optimization, site selection, and simulation calculation; 

 Applications for AI and Graph Technology in power system operation, including On-line, real-time dynamic security 
assessment (DSA), OPF/SCUC/SCED approximation and speed up OPF/SCUC/SCED solution; 

 Applications for AI and Graph Technology in power system control and protection, including preventive and corrective 
control, SPS, fault detection, alarm processing; 

 Applications for AI and Graph Technology in power system asset management, including outage management, asset 
management, cyber security; 

 Demonstration project and practical experience of AI and graph application. 
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